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Last night my evening walk followed a footpath through a wheat field. For the first time this 

year, I smelt the heady aroma of grain on the cusp of ripening. This deep, earthy fragrance 

always raises my spirits. It holds the promise of harvest. And this morning, as if on cue, the 

first full trailer of grain passed my house. Harvest has begun! 

The first day of harvest is always exciting. For arable farmers, it’s the day when the crop yields 

its first grain, the culmination of the year’s work. 

On Lammas Day or Loaf Mass day, we celebrate the first loaf of bread, made from the first 

wheat of harvest. In times past this first loaf of bread marked the end of eking out last year’s 

food supplies. There must have been a great temptation to devour the loaf in one hungry 

feast. But on the first Sunday in August, the harvest workers would pause from their work to 

take this first loaf to church. It would be presented at the altar. They would give thanks to 

God for his provision. And then, accompanied by the words of Christ’s last Supper, the loaf 

would be blessed, broken and shared. The first taste of the new bread would be at the 

Eucharistic feast. As well as the obvious spiritual connections there was something deeply 

practical about this. The first loaf wasn’t consumed by just one hungry family, it was shared 

with everyone who gathered in church. Harvest was a time when communities needed to pull 

together, they needed to work together to gather the crops whilst the sun shone. The 

foundation for this was set in church at Lammas. It began with them sharing and eating the 

first loaf together. 

Our Lammas services draw on all these traditions. When I raise my Lammas loaf at the altar, 

I know I’m raising something holy. This is bread that holds the potential to sustain us physically 

and spiritually. It is in my hands due to the work and commitment of many other hands. These 

other hands drove tractors and combine harvesters, they typed on computer keyboards and 

phone keypads, they swiped multiple screens in high-tec cabs, they held furrowed foreheads 

as yet another unseasonal day of weather was forecast. This has been a very challenging 

growing season. When I give thanks to God for this first-bread in my hands, I give thanks for 

all those who contributed to it, and that despite the set-backs, harvest is here. This loaf 

symbolises the faith, trust and hope of many who work the land. 

Harvest is a busy and pressured time for farmers. If you live in rural areas of the diocese, you 

will hear the work of combining and corn-carting well in to the night. It becomes an intense 

whirl of exhausting activity to produce our food. As this whirl is about to begin, Lammas 

enables us to press the pause button. As we pause for an hour, we are invited to reflect on 

one simple loaf of bread. 

As the loaf is presented, the Lammas liturgy draws us to recognise that the God of creation 

has been faithful to us. The land has yielded its harvest to sustain the people. The loaf is a 

symbol of God’s provision for us. In blessing it we are drawn into the holiness of the land and 

all that it can provide for us. It reminds us of the joy of being at one with creation, and the 

horror of being at odds with it. The way we work the land and eat of its fruits, matter to God. 

As Jesus demonstrated to a crowd of 5000, a humble loaf of local bread, blessed by God, is 

full of hope and potential.  
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Inevitably, this year’s Lammas gatherings will be limited by the current restrictions. If the 

Lammas loaf is shared, it will be a gloved and masked affair to keep everyone safe. For some 

of you, this Lammas Communion might be your first eucharist as churches reopen for public 

worship. As the first loaf is carefully shared, I pray that despite the restrictions you truly sense 

the joy of community. 

The lockdown saw a resurgence of home bread making. Our local Essex millers saw a huge 

increase in demand for bread flour. Now that stocks are replenished, why not bake your own 

Lammas loaf. As many monastic bakers can testify, the gentle rhythm of kneading lends itself 

to prayer.   

And as you eat your piece of the Lammas loaf, pray that Christ, the bread of life makes his 

home in you, ensuring that you will never be hungry. 

And as you delight in the taste of the first-bread, commit yourself to a greater awareness of 

the delights of inhabiting this world as God’s co-worker in creation.  

May you, with him, bring a harvest of hope to the world. 

Revd Canon Janet Nicholls 

Rural Adviser and Agricultural Chaplain  

  

   

  

 

 


